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IT was during the early 1970s that I became interested
in collecting old journals mainly about voyages and
travels published in the 18th and 19th centuries

pertaining to Australian discovery, settlement and
exploration. Many of the books had seen better days—
the bindings having since become loose, sections

disbound or broken and the covers often detached. Books
in such condition could be purchased ‘at a modest price’
at Christie’s and Lawson’s auction houses which, in
those times, held frequent sales. The problem was—
what knowledge did one require to restore these items
to usable and readable condition.
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I learned that the School of Graphic Arts, located at
the Sydney College of Advanced Education (formerly the
Sydney Technical College—still affectionately known by
many as The Tech)—held hobby classes in their course
of Bookbinding for Table Hands. Being a Tech College
student some 20 years previously, it was not difficult to
find my way to the School of Graphic Arts building where
I enrolled in late January 1976. Classes were held on
the third floor for one evening per week on Mondays
and Tuesdays between 5:30 to 8:30pm. The head teacher
was Keith Turnell; the teachers were Ken Plummer,
Kevin Bullock, John Stimson, Ted Chapman and others,
who were all very helpful.

The courses were well structured with lectures on
the properties of paper, paper folding, section-sewing
with needle and thread, spine gluing with hot glue,
rounding and backing, spine lining, cloth case making,
case titling with gold foil, and casing in of the book
block. Specialist tools and equipment were there on hand
for use. Later on, we were taught the intricacies of
binding in leather.

Things went along very well for some years and most
people became very proficient in what they had set out
to achieve. Some people had been attending this course

a great many years. But, as is often said, nothing lasts
forever. In 1979, a new Liberal state government was
elected who shortly gave notice that all hobby classes
would henceforth be discontinued. This threw a bit of a
panic as people realised that it would be very difficult
and expensive to set up a home bindery.

I did make some tools such as a sewing frame from
timber off cuts and some pallets from stainless steel
sheet to which were welded ¼-inch bolts with 1-inch
wooden dowels for handles. Items such as blocking
presses were not only quite heavy but were also
expensive to purchase. Brass or lead type was even more
expensive. Nipping presses were not a problem; many
antique shops had them for sale for $40–50. None of my
homemade tools were as elegant as those illustrated in
the May 2014 issue of Morocco Bound but they worked. I
did discover that the firm of Leather House Grossman
in Campbell Street not only sold various types of leathers
but also some 1-inch diameter fillet rollers in various
designs. So I bought a number of those.

While all this was going on, some people in the
bookbinding classes, led by Ralph Lewis proposed that a
meeting be convened to discuss the formation of a craft
bookbinding group. The inaugural meeting was held in

These delightful watercolours on this and the next page hang in the Guild’s workshop. They were painted by June Walters
shortly after the Guild moved into its new workshop at the NSW Writers’ Centre in Rozelle Hospital. June was an art teacher
and the wife of the Guild’s second president, Lloyd Walters. The building is the historic Garry Owen House built in 1840 as
a residence, later to be used at the Nurses’ Training School for Callan Park Psychiatric Hospital. In the late 1970s, Callan Park
and the nearby Broughton Hall Psychiatric Hospital were amalgamated into the Rozelle Hospital.
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the conference room of Fisher Library at The University
of Sydney on 1 November 1979. Ralph chaired the
meeting and (I think) some 33 people attended, including
me.

The meeting enthusiastically endorsed that an
organisation be formed which became known as the
New South Wales Guild of Craft Bookbinders. The
founding committee was also elected that evening and
comprised:
• President: Ralph Lewis
• Vice President: Lloyd Walters
• Secretary: Rosemary Peel
• Treasurer: Graham Stone
• Committee: Jennifer Alison, Ken Plummer,

Keith Turnell, Marie White.

The aims and objectives of the new organisation were
agreed as follows:
• To perpetuate traditional and other types of

bookbinding skills;
• To hold meetings at which speakers would

address members on subjects related to the
craft;

• To produce a Guild magazine, possibly a
quarterly; and

• Eventually to set up a workshop where
members could do their own binding.

The Guild’s journal, Morocco Bound, was first produced

in January 1980 and originally served both as a newsletter
for the NSW Guild of Bookbinders and also as a technical
journal. Morocco Bound appeared quarterly for many
years but from 2012, it reverted to a half-yearly
publication. The journal has progressed from being
typewritten onto roneoed stencils to the current desktop
published production. Morocco Bound has become a fine
source of knowledge on bookbinding techniques and
history. It enjoys an Australia-wide circulation, including
to Guilds of other states.

By April 1980, the Guild had 51 financial members
and was growing steadily.

In an article later written: “Ralph was a quiet but
determined man who envisioned the formation of an
organisation of amateur binders having their own
workshop where they could practise their craft. Ralph’s
aim was to give people who love books a creative craft
activity and to try to preserve and foster interest in
manual binding skills”. I have used that article in
principle to ensure events are in chronological order.
That article is also acknowledged.

However, despite the successes of the Guild in
achieving most of its aims and objectives, the question
of it ever establishing its own workshop was still a
problem. Premises investigated were either too small
or expensive to lease and it was felt that members may
not be willing to pay the amount needed. There seemed
little prospect of the Guild ever achieving this aim.

The breakthrough came when Keith Turnell, the then
head teacher of Binding and Finishing at the School of
Graphic Arts, found a room in the Sydney College of the
Arts at its Glebe Annexe located at Allen Street. After
negotiations, the Principal offered this as a rent-free
lock-up room. What had once been considered too
ambitious had been achieved.

This was all very fine but the Guild still needed to
procure its own specialist bookbinding tools and
equipment. I think it was owing to Ralph’s efforts that
the Crafts Board of the Australia Council in May 1983
allocated the amount of $2,933 with Guild members
matching this amount by interest free loans. With
Keith’s assistance and advice, items of tools and
equipment were purchased, including a hand-operated
guillotine, a small blocking press, two founts of brass
type, some brass pallets and 3-inch fillet rollers and
four pre-packed work benches. Some ‘working bees’
afterwards fitted out the room and assembled the
benches.

The room was officially opened with a small ceremony
on 15th February 1984 and named the Ralph Lewis
Workshop in memory of the then recently late founding
president. The Guild was now truly ‘in business’.

I had been elected to the Guild Committee and there
was the question of where a backing press could be
obtained. These were usually manufactured in cast iron
and locating a pattern to give to an iron founder was
the problem. Having had one made up from steel angle
iron off-cuts for my home bindery, I offered a design
which could be manufactured by a boilermaking or
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machine shop. This design formed the pattern for the
ones currently in the workshop.

The Committee also investigated the possibility of
obtaining sets of unbound sections from book printing
firms for members to bind. The first unbound set was a
privately printed work, printed on handmade paper,
Building Purulia, written by the 1920s architect, W Hardy
Wilson, about the house erected for E G Waterhouse,
the camellia horticulturist.

In November 1990, the Sydney College of the Arts
advised that its Glebe Annexe was required for other
purposes. The Guild needed to vacate those premises
by the end of January 1991.

The search for other workshop premises became
necessary. A suitable room became available for lease
at the newly created NSW Writers’ Centre, located in
the historic Garry Owen House in the beautiful grounds
of Rozelle Hospital, an amalgamation of the former Callan
Park and Broughton Hall Psychiatric Hospitals. The
building was originally erected as a residence in 1840
and afterwards converted to a nurses’ training school
for the Callan Park Hospital. With the help of members
on ‘working bees’, the Guild took up residence in Room
14 at the NSW Writers’ Centre and has been there ever
since.

As funds became available or as the opportunities
presented themselves, further items of equipment,
finishing tools, brass and lead type and binding materials
were acquired. Many items were also donated. Members’

loans raised to establish the workshop were fully repaid
during the time I was the Guild Treasurer. The Guild
was on a secure financial footing, a situation that
continues to this day.

The Guild became an incorporated association under
the Act in November 1991.

The Guild has conducted activities and lectures for
members from the early years of its existence. Skilled
and professional Australian craftspeople, as well as
overseas binders of high repute such as James
Brockman, Hugo Peller, Sün Evrard, Maureen Duke and
Héléne Jolis, have conducted workshop demonstrations
for members. Other activities have included excursions,
displays of members’ work and competitions, such as
the Arts and Crafts at the Sydney Royal Easter Show.

The equipment and tools in the Guild workshop are
of a standard at least equal to that of many commercial
binderies. The Guild has a fine collection of some 500
finishing tools, acquired from the defunct bindery of
Canisius College in Sydney. Some of these tools can be
dated back to at least the early years of the 19th century.

Members of the NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders are
fortunate in having the Ralph Lewis Workshop where
they may practise and keep alive the art and traditions
of hand bookbinding. The workshop is equipped to a
professional standard and is situated in pleasant
surroundings.

I met a great many people during my 35-year period
with the Guild. Sadly, some have passed on.

IN APRIL 2013, I attended the Mary MacKillop
conference centre in North Sydney to hear a lecture
given by Donald Jackson, Senior Illuminator to Queen

Elizabeth II. The Australian Catholic University had
invited Jackson to Australia to talk about the huge project
he had recently completed with an expert team, the
creation of a new, illuminated, handwritten bible known
as the Saint John’s Bible. The project was commissioned
by the Benedictine community of St John’s Abbey and
University, Minnesota and the Bible derives its name
from that Benedictine seat of learning. The Australian
Catholic University was the first institution in the
Southern Hemisphere to have acquired one of the 299
facsimile editions of this masterpiece.

Following Jackson’s talk I applied for and was
generously given, permission by the director of the
Australian Catholic University’s library to photograph
parts of Volume 1 of the Bible. I was overwhelmed by

the beauty and craftsmanship applied to this extra-
ordinary undertaking—the creation of a new Bible for
the twenty-first century. The Bible is generally acknowl-
edged as the most reproduced book of all time,
particularly since the advent of the printing press.

Before I begin the story of the Saint John’s Bible, I
offer here some background to the history of the Bible
and also consider the significance of just four of the
great Christian bibles; two from the medieval illuminated
manuscript period and two that emerged from the
printing press. Something, you will note, that they all
have in common with the Saint John’s Bible, is the
dedication and passion to bring the word of God to the
faithful.

The Bible is a combination of the thirty-nine different
books of the Old Testament written before 400BC,
starting with Genesis, with the addition of the Apocrypha
and, most importantly, the twenty-seven books of the

The Saint John’s Bible:
A Bible for the 21st Century

Jean Riley
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New Testament written between the first and second
centuries after the death of Christ.

The Old Testament tells not only the story of the
special relationship between God and the Israelites but
also of their chequered history. All the writings in the
Old Testament are essential to the history and culture
of the Jewish people. The writings include the Ten
Commandments and the Law given by God to Moses;
historical documents tracing God’s relationship with
humanity through the Iraelites; their poems, songs and
wisdom literature, used for worship and character
formation, as well as the words of the great prophets
whom God called from time to time to guide them.

For Christians, the New Testament records the life,
death, resurrection and teachings of Jesus Christ, who
was not only the Messiah promised to the Jewish people
but God’s son, sent by His father to redeem the world.
Apart from the four gospels, which record Christ’s mission
on earth and were written within a generation of His
death by persons associated with the Apostles, the New
Testament includes letters written by Paul, Peter and
John and others to the early Christian communities.
Both the Old and New Testaments are epic narratives
of struggle, redemption and hope designed to anchor
humanity’s faith in one true God.

Before the advent of the printing press around
1450AD all copies of the Bible were handwritten,
generally by monks who spent many hours transcribing
copies for their use in growing Christian communities.
There are, of course, numerous decorated Bibles from
the manuscript period but the two outstanding examples
are the Lindisfarne Bible and the Book of Kells.
Lindisfarne takes its name from the Island on which it
was created and which lies just off the northeastern
coast of Northumberland. When the tide is out you can
walk or drive the two miles across the causeway to the
Island, but when the tide is in the Island is completely
isolated by the North Sea. (Illustration 1)

The Lindisfarne Bible, which is now housed in the
British Library, has an undisputed provenance recorded
in the Bible’s colophon, which sets out the details of
those responsible for its creation. The enshrinement of
St Cuthbert in 698AD, eleven years after the death of
the saint, appears to have been the motivation for the

writing of the Bible and the colophon reads, in part,
“Eadfrith, Bishop of Lindisfarne wrote the book for God,
St Cuthbert and jointly for all the saints whose relics
are on the Island.” Eadfrith died in 721 confirming that
the Bible was completed between the years of 698 and
721. (Illustrations 2, 3 and 4)

Towards the end of the
8th century the second of
the great illuminated
manuscript Gospel books to
be produced was the Book
of Kells. Its exact proven-
ance cannot be confirmed
for its colophon, if there
was one, was lost when the
Book and its jewelled
casing were stolen and
some of the first and last
pages were torn from the
book. The Book of Kells,
created by the Columban
monks, was possibly started
on the Island of Iona and

finished at Kells when the monks returned to Ireland
after the Viking raids on the Island in the ninth century.
(Illustration 5)

The Book of Kells is a masterpiece of Western callig-
raphy and the pinnacle of Insular Art and Illumination.
Like the Lindisfarne Bible it is written in Latin, drawn
largely from the Vulgate, the late fourth century Latin

Illustration 1: Lindisfarne also known as Holy Island.

Illustration 2: Incipit from
Matthew’s Gospel.

Illustration 3: St Mark’s
Gospel.

Illustration 4: Lindisfarne
Chi Riho monogram of
St  Matthew’s Gospel.

Illustration 5: The monastery on the Island of Iona today.
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translation by St Jerome, but its illustrations and
ornamentation surpass other Insular Gospel books in
both extravagance and complexity. (Illustrations 6 and 7)

The decoration combines traditional Christian icono-
graphy with swirling motifs of animals and mythological
beasts wrapped in interlacing patterns and Celtic knots.
(Illustrations 8 and 9) The book is now housed in Trinity
College, Dublin and is regarded as Ireland’s finest
national treasure.

About 1450, Johannes Gutenberg invented the
printing press which allowed multiple copies of books to
be produced relatively quickly. He immediately set about
preparations for the first major book to be printed with
moveable type—his forty-two line Bible which later
became known as the ‘Gutenberg Bible’. (Illustration 10)

Despite the ability of the press to print multiple copies,
the painstaking preliminary task of setting hundreds of
separate letters, back to front, into a composing stick
was arduous and time consuming and required dedicated
effort. (Illustration 11)

Gutenberg’s Bible was completed in the years 1454–55
in a run of between 160 and 180 copies. The first few
copies were printed on vellum and the rest on handmade
paper from Italy. Only forty-eight copies are known to

Illustration 7: An example
of the calligraphy using

insular script. (Folio 309)

Illustration 6: Chi Rho from
the Book of Kells.

Illustration 8: Genealogy of
Christ from Luke’s Gospel.

(Folio 200)
Illustration 9: Incipit of

John’s Gospel. (Folio 292)

Illustration 10: The Gutenberg Bible in the
New York Public Library.

Illustration 11: A 40-line page from
the Gutenberg Bible. (Old

Testament Epistle of St Jerome)

survive. Of those, twenty-one are complete and nine
remain in their original fifteenth-century bindings.
Germany owns thirteen of the surviving copies and the
USA has eleven. The United Kingdom holds just eight
but it has the greater number of complete copies,
including one on vellum.

The first authorised edition of the Bible in English was
commissioned by Henry VIII in 1538 to be read aloud in
the church services of the Church of England. It was
prepared by Miles Coverdale working under the direction
of Thomas Cromwell, Secretary to King Henry. (Illustration
12) The title page depicts Henry enthroned above the royal
arms, dispensing copies of the Bible to the Bishops and
nobles, thus implying that the translation had the approval
of the King. Four years earlier Henry had separated his
kingdom from the See of Rome. In the second session of
the 1534 Parliament, the Act of Supremacy was passed,
under which Henry was declared, unconditionally, to be
supreme ruler of England and head on earth of the English
Church or a new Anglicania Ecclesia. Henry’s new status, by
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Illustration 12: The Great Bible of Henry VIII.

which temporal and spiritual authority were united in one
person, was unique in England’s history. A New Treason
Act, also passed in 1534, made ‘malicious’ denial of the
king’s title punishable by death. Thomas More, the king’s
former chancellor, and Archbishop Fisher refused to take
the Oath of Succession and they were charged under the
New Treason Act. Both were executed in mid-1535. The
Great Bible, thought to be too close to the Catholic version
of the Bible, gave way in 1549 to the Book of Common
Prayer organised by Thomas Cranmer during the reign of
Edward VI. Further changes were introduced in 1604 and
again in 1611 with the publication of the King James Bible,
which recently celebrated its 400th anniversary, and
revised editions of these two Bibles are, no doubt, the Bibles
most used by Protestants today.

And so, now to the Saint John’s Bible, the only complete,
handwritten and illuminated Bible to be created in over
500 years since the advent of the printing press.

The idea of creating a modern illuminated Bible for the
twenty-first century came from Donald Jackson, whom,
mentioned earlier, is the official scribe and calligrapher to
the Crown Office of United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland and responsible for designing and
executing all official state documents and historic royal
documents. Jackson, since 1970, had harboured a desire
to create an illuminated Bible and in 1995, he presented
the idea to the Benedictine community of St John’s Abbey
and University in Minnesota. He had previously observed
the monks of St John’s Abbey processing to mass carrying
their Bible and he recognised that the Bible had always
been at the heart of Benedictine monasticism. It was in
the spirit of that tradition that St John’s chose to
commission a new Bible and confirmed the commission
stating: ‘At the dawn of the twenty-first century St John’s
Abbey and University seek to ignite the spiritual
imagination of believers throughout the world by
commissioning a work of art that illuminates the Word of
God for a new millennium.’

The work to create the new Bible started in 2000
and, although scheduled to finish in 2007 for an
estimated cost of $2,000,000, it was only completed in
2011–12 at a cost of more than twice the original
estimate. The work was carried out at Jackson’s
scriptorium in Monmouth, Wales under his direction
and by a team of scribes and illuminators. The use of
new technology in 1450, brought about by the invention
of the printing press, enabled faster production of
Gutenberg’s Bible. Similarly, contemporary use of
computer technology has been employed in the
production of the Saint John’s Bible, which is a
combination of ancient and modern methodologies. The
production of the Bible emulates the monks of the Middle
Ages in the use of vellum, handmade quills, natural
hand-ground pigments and gold and platinum leaf, but
it incorporates the latest computer technology more
speedily to set the layout of the pages. The new work
also uses contemporary texts. Jackson designed a new
script for the Bible with which a team of calligraphers
had to become familiar. (Illustrations 13, 14 and 15)

Illustrations 13, 14 and 15: The text and illumination in the
Book of Genesis.
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To ensure that each page matched the one facing it,
the same calligrapher worked on the facing page.
Because the text is written on folios (i.e. folded sheets),
which are essential to the eventual binding of a codex,
the second or facing sheets would always be on a
different folio, except for the central folio. It took a
calligrapher between seven-and-a-half and thirteen
hours to complete the 108 lines on a single page.
(Illustration 16)

A committee from
St John’s Abbey advised on
the theological aspects of
the text and illuminations
and also selected the
passages which were to be
illustrated. The committee
consisted of Old and New
Testament scholars, Biblical
historians, art historians
and artists. For some of the
decoration, particularly in
margins and some inter-
pretive illustrations,
Jackson chose plants and
insects from the woods and
prairies around the Abbey.
(Illustration 17) These,
Jackson explained, he used
as metaphors for the
wonder of God’s creation and
to emphasise the unique
connection between the
Bible and St John’s Abbey.

The Bible contains 160
illustrations or illumin-
ations. (Illustrations 18,
19 and 20) Each of the
seven volumes measures
600mm (h) x 900mm (w)
when opened. The binding
is exquisite. Volume 1,
from which these images
are taken, is covered in
soft red leather incised on

the front with the form of the Jewish seven-branch
candlestick. (Illustration 21) For protection, the text
block sits inside a raised border on the inside of the
cover and is minutely incised and decorated with gold
tooling. (Illustrations 22 and 23)

Jackson’s comment as the work was coming to
fruition was: ‘The continuous process of remaining open
and accepting of what may reveal itself through hand
and heart on a crafted page is the closest I have ever
come to God.’

The project to complete the St John’s Heritage Edition
of the new Bible is at a close and the Benedictine
community of St John’s Abbey and University has set
up an education program, which is an international
initiative, for individuals and institutions to explore the

artistic and spiritual beauty
of the new Bible. It is
envisaged that through the
Heritage Edition of the
Bible, communities around
the world will use the gifts
of sacred art to ignite their
spiritual imaginations for
generations to come. The
Benedictine community of
St John’s firmly believes
that the Saint John’s Bible
is a work of Art and a work
of Theology in which the
ancient techniques of
calligraphy and illumination have been brought together
with an ecumenical Christian approach to the Bible
rooted in Benedictine spirituality. The result is a living
document and a monumental achievement. Leading
manuscript experts around the world who have seen
the Heritage edition recognise it as the highest quality
reproduction ever made. Before his retirement, the
former Pope Benedict gave it his endorsement, saying:
‘This is a work of art, a great work of art—a Work for
Eternity.’

Illustration 16: The text in
the Book of Exodus

Illustration 17: This replicates
the manner in which monks
from the manuscript period
carried out corrections and
alterations in the text.

Illustration 20: Illustrations and illuminations in the
Book of Ecclesiastes.

Illustration 18: Jacob’s
Ladder in the Book of

Genesis.

Illustration 19: The Ten
Commandments in the

Book of Exodus.

Illustration 21: The cover of
St John’s Bible.
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Illustration 23: A close up view of the headbanding.Illustration 22: The St John’s Bible showing the gold tooling
on the raised protective squares.

I wanted a small nipping press. Years ago in my dad’s
garage I found a press – a piece of rusty cast iron
with a steel screw hole welded in the arch and a

steel-threaded shaft. The cast-iron base was small, 270
x 200mm with an upper surface concavity and a central
hole. The uprights were just 180mm apart.

The letters on the casting S MAW L’DON, meant I
was able to identify its maker. George Maw left farming
in 1807 to co-found a company which made things used
by surgeons and pharmacists such as plaster, surgical
instruments and scales. The Maw family were innovative;
George invented the rubber teat for bottle feeding. One
of his sons, Solomon, was in sole charge from 1835 to
1860 and took the company into spectacle-making and
other ventures. I guess what I have is a die press, cast
in the S Maw factory in the City of London, exported to
Australia in a sailing ship and used to press round paper
pill boxes. Die presses of this type are still used to make
paper plates.

Enthused by attending John Turner’s class for beginner
bookbinders, I dragged the old press out, cleaned it up
and thought about what to do with it. It showed signs of
abuse. The shaft was slightly bowed and its thread was
damaged, but after a lot of filing it ran fairly smoothly
with acceptable wobble at the tip; less than 2mm. I
decided that the plates [or jaws] of the press could be
made from wood. To work with iron or steel would have
been much harder and a small press didn’t seem to
need steel plate strength. I had some scrap hardwood
planking that might have done the job but I feared it
might warp, so I spent a few dollars on a sheet of heavy
marine ply, using two thicknesses.

Assembly was a relatively easy task. The 300mm x
300mm plates were carved to match the iron base and
uprights and the iron base concavity filled with Builder’s
Bog. The top plate parts were glue coated and all layers

Adapting an Old Press to Bookbinding
Alan Carless

pressed together with the screw and some additional
clamps. Two additional blocks were fitted under the
overhanging wooden part of the bottom plate. A coat of
stain and 2 coats of Estapol and it looks ready for use. It
weighs 20kg, it has retained some of its nice nineteenth
century solid look and it should be practical. The
dimensions are now such that it will easily nip books of
155 x 220mm page size [A4 folded] like the ones John
taught us to make.

After all that filing, it runs smoothly enough to allow
raising and lowering of the upper jaw by handgrip on
the screw. Currently I am using a ring spanner to tighten
it but some day I will probably make a special spanner
or wheel.

I love the tools of craft and hand tools I have renovated
are very special to me. I am already binding with this
press, even before it nipped its first book.

If you want to see and hear Donald Jackson at work
on the Bible click on:

You-Tube Saint John’s Bible Heritage Edition.
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AS ANYONE will tell you, browsing the Internet for
books that meet your interests, such as miniature
books, can be dangerous. Late last year I was

looking at small antique children’s books on eBay and
came across a little book bound with string, or actually
mercerized embroidery cotton. I had never seen anything
like the book’s binding and started delving into the
history of its publication. I was led into the strange by-
ways of Oxford University Press in the early twentieth
century and some of the personalities who worked there.

The famous Oxford English Dictionary, after years of
preparation (see The Surgeon of Crowthorne) started to
be published in 1884 and it fairly soon became apparent
to the University management (The Delegates) that it
was going to be a blackhole for money. The theoretical
solution was to expand Oxford University Press (OUP)
so that it provided the money. The practical solution
was to find someone who could do that. He proved to
be Henry Frowde, manager of the London warehouse
for bible stock, who was appointed Publisher to the
University. Frowde was never a true Oxford man,
coming as he did from Exclusive Brethren stock, but
he was a brilliant manager.

The press soon expanded its range part of which
was a considerable amount of children’s books, school
texts, medical books and world classics. Published in
Frowde’s time were books in association with Hodder
and Stoughton, or just under Henry Frowde’s name.
This continued until 1913, when Humphrey Milford
was eased into the position of publisher. The children’s
books were not dated and unless there is an
inscription the year is not known. But it is certain
the name Humphrey Milford on the title page implies
publication after 1913. I was amazed to discover that
the authors of some of my childhood favorites did not
exist as such!

Constance Savery tells us: “At this time two names
were closely associated with the children’s annuals
published by Oxford University Press: publisher
Humphrey Milford and editor Herbert Strang. No matter
that both Mr and Mrs Herbert Strang were pseudonyms
for the team of George Herbert Ely and C James
L’Estrange. It was Herbert Strang or Mrs Herbert Strang
whose name appeared on the cover, just as Humphrey
Milford’s name was always printed above “The Oxford
Press.”

(http://www.constancesavery.com/cws3/cws3-4/
cws3-4-1/cws3-4-1.html)

Further consideration makes me think that there
was a team of illustrators and writers who would turn
out texts based on a brief and a formulaic plot: child in
trouble or having a problem with an adult, a mystery or

fairy helper steps in, problem solved. They could write
fairy tales and adventures, girls’ and boys’ school stories—
even crafts were covered, as requested. Sometimes
stories were recycled in the annuals.

The binding styles included stamped cloth covers on
cased-in books printed on a brittle fluffy white paper,
coloured boards with bookcloth spines, paper-cased small
books and the most interesting, the string bound books.

The first of the String Books was published by in
Henry Frowde’s time. Excellent images are available on
this web site,

http://www.vintagecobweb.com/p/the-stick-book-
series-childrens-antique.html

The Making of Children’s Books
Adrienne Allen

Goldie and the Goblins with
undone ties.

One hundred
years of spine

wear on The Stick
Book.

These long narrow little books
are held together with three ties
which have endured well. The
paper on the edges of the boards
has taken a lot of wear. The
robust holes on the single sheets
have withstood one hundred
years of friction quite well. A
youthful owner spilled red ink on
the title, but all the pages still
remain.

-
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Another series of books was published and issued
with cardboard slip cases covered in heavy paper and
these have survived well although the colours have
faded.

The central book has lost its spine covering;
the others have survived well.

The case label was glued to the wrong side of the
Robin Crusoe case.

The green and lilac endpapers were used in these books
for about thirty years.

Phyllis was being very careful writing the inscription to her
friend in 1913. It provides a date though.

The date is confirmed by the publisher’s imprint. Frowde
retired in 1913.

This Crusoe book was published after 1913, when
Humphrey Milford took over as publisher. But it is probably
available with a Frowde imprint, because the press kept on

issuing them.
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Other small children’s books issued by OUP have
not endured as well. Two Bad Bunnies was part of a
series attributed to “Mrs Henry Strang” and was a
traditional case-binding but the spongy paper-folds have
cracked and the spine is covered with a layer of paper
and no other support. The cover  shows plenty of wear.

Production of the string books gradually ceased,
probably because they required some hand labour and
similar books were issued in paper covered cases and
printed in black and white rather than green.

Fifty years later, famous Italian artist/designer
Bruno Munari had a son. As a father, he was rather
disdainful of children’s books available and consequently
produced quite a few. In 1980 he produced a set of Pre-
Libri or Pre-Books for three year old children. These
books were made of a range of materials and Munari
used their visual and tactile properties to enhance the
little 100 x 100mm books. A special edition was produced
a couple of years ago and presented in a specially made
wooden box. The usual books open as a bi-fold to display
the twelve books as a library. I was curious to see the
books but not prepared to pay €1250 for the privilege.
The USA price was about $300 and freight extra. The
Italian publishing house, Corraini, charged €125,
reasonable freight and the box arrived about a week
later. The books are meant to interest non-readers in
handling books and they are designed to have surprises
for the user. As I looked at the books this week, I was
struck by the fact that Libro 1 was sporting the same
string binding as the older books. Holes drilled in the
pages have allowed the lacing of a red string through
and round the boards.

Libro 9 is made of three sheets
of ply wood held together by heavy
string like a roman wax codex and
interest has been added by
grooves routed vertically and
horizontally in the ‘pages’.

This little investigation shows that there are still
methods of assembling pages to make enduring volumes
and that sometimes what should work is not always up
to the job.
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IN JUNE 2008 I was privileged to be among the Guild
members invited by the NSW Writers’ Centre to bind
one of a set of eight volumes containing the complete

collection of entries submitted for the inaugural Blake
Poetry Prize, the theme of which was “Bliss, Blasphemy
and Belief”.

The books were displayed at the National Art School,
Darlinghurst alongside entries for the Blake Prize for
Art in September that year.

The brief was to design a binding in keeping with
either the theme or one of the poems. The title “Blake
Poetry Prize 2008” and the assigned volume number
were to appear on either the spine or front of the book.
The bound copies of the rather solid A4 text, printed as
single leaves on reasonably heavy stock, were intended
to be able to withstand an unknown amount of handling
during the 2009 Blake touring exhibition.

I opted for a case binding in grey Oasis 400 with a
French joint and bevelled boards, blocked on the spine
in gold. The text was secured using a technique I have
dubbed ‘belt and braces’, incorporating aspects of fan-
gluing, sawing-in, cleat-sewing and thread-saddle
stitching. In this instance I incorporated buckram-jointed
endpapers which were sewn with the book. The
headband was a simple maroon leather-over-cord style
to compliment the endpapers. The edges were ‘deckled’
with a tenon saw before rounding and backing.

The two on and one off second lining (standard
treatment over the years for all case-bound reference
books bound by E C Chapman) gives solid support to the
spine. When glued to the hollow strip at the setting-in
stage before pasting down, stress on the first lining and
endpapers at the hinges is reduced and the book has
less of a tendency to sag on the shelf.

At the forefront of my mind when faced with the
choice of a design, were Jesus’ words “I am” as recorded

in chapter fourteen of Mark’s gospel in response to his
accusers’ question, “Are you the Christ, the son of the
Blessed?’ He went on to add “and you will see the Son
of man sitting at the right hand of Power, and coming
with the clouds of heaven” —evidence enough to be
regarded by the council as blasphemy and deserving of
death.

The inlaid design on the front cover features a crown
of thorns (crimson Oasis goatskin) with an inset of purple
Oasis, with Christ’s words “I am” blocked in gold. The
crown together with the colours crimson and purple,
represents the mockery to which Jesus, as ‘King of the
Jews’ was subjected at the hands of the Romans.

The bolts of lightning (Frostel cover) flashing from
the crown represent the belief held by millions of
Christians that Christ’s promised second coming will
be ‘as the lightning comes from the east and shines as
far as the west’, as recorded by Matthew.

In order to ascertain the thickness required for the
inlay, a piece of leather was removed from the cover.
Three reference points were plotted on the design
template for alignment purposes. The Frostel for the
lightning bolts was built up to the required thickness
and positioned on the cover. A scalpel was used to cut
through the template, inlay material and the covering
material. After removal of the unwanted section of
leather, the inlay was glued into position and pressed.

Next, Frostel and the pre-blocked purple section
were inlaid within the crown.

Finally the crown was registered between the
template and the previously inlaid section of the cover
before being cut around its outer perimeter. Unwanted
material was again removed before inlaying and pressing
between plates. (See photos on next page).

Reflections: Blake Prize 2008—Volume 7
Ted Chapman
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EARLIER this year a leatherworker2 enquired if I1

could teach him how to make bookblocks as his
efforts so far seemed to be wrong. In a few

sessions I ran him through grain direction and folding,
sewing, rounding and backing. He went away to practise
these. I might say all this was a bit of a challenge as
Steve is left-handed and had to mirror many of my
instructions.

When Steve returned to show me his progress, he
had made several bookblocks and had cased one of them
into a cover he had made. Rather than the flat surface
cover I would normally make, Steve had cut pieces of
felt about 7 mm square and had glued them to the cover
boards and then placed his glued bookcloth over the
surface and pressed it with a sheet of heavy waxed
paper and a thick wad of felt (although foam could also
be used). I was surprised at the stretch he managed to
get out of the bookcloth but he said he had found that
some cloth gives and some do not and he needed to do
quite a few tests to find the right cloth for the job. He
had also found that some cloth is not well sealed on the
back and that the glue comes through since you have to
use a lot of pressure. He resorted, therefore, to pre-
sealing the cloth with PVA before gluing up and letting
it go a bit tacky before applying it.

The big caveat, however, is that once you have an
embossed board all subsequent pressings of the book
have to be done with a felt (or foam) pad in place,
otherwise the book will warp.

We spent a little time then on forming corners and
some other aspects of case making and again, Steve
retreated to practise.

The next time Steve came to show me his progress,
he had made a notebook with the same dimpled cover.

An Interesting Notebook
Michael Mathew1and Steve Wigg2

Illustration 1A.

Illustration 1B.

But now he had incorporated a pen into the binding and
used it to effect a closure.

(See illustrations 1A, 1B and 1C)
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Basically he secured a ball point pen of about 10mm
diameter with a cap and a pocket clip on that cap
through a sleeve attached to each cover. He had visited
a stationer with a good pen collection and determined
that there is a standard for high-end micro felt tips and
gel ball points. By using this size, it is not a problem if
you want to change pens. You could use a pen that had
a withdrawing point if you wished.

To make the locking mechanism he formed two pieces
of doubled bookcloth around the pen, fairly snugly,
basically as a tube about 55 mm long with an offset
arm. (See illustration 2)

As the pen can vary in size from one end to the other,
these sleeves may be of slightly different diameter. The
challenge then was to make a bookblock of a thickness
equal to the sleeved pen. This is critical as, when
assembled, the top sleeve is secured to the rear cover
and the bottom sleeve to the front cover; the pen must
then slip into the two sleeves to create the closure.

The height of the bookblock is consequently dictated
by the length of the pen and its width can be whatever
one wishes, although I find it hard to depart from the
golden rule in the ratio of the square root of 2 : 1, (i.e.
1.414 : 1). But the cover, however, has to be wide enough
to allow for the pen.

One might be tempted just to glue the extension
arms of the sleeves to the cover boards before casing in
the bookblock, but as it is double bookcloth thickness,
that would show a significant lump at that point. The
position of the sleeve is critical—it must be the amount
of the turn-in from the top (or bottom). Steve, therefore,

Illustration 2.

Illustration 3.

Illustration 4.

55mm

Stitching

Turn in

cut the cover board to the depth of two thicknesses of
the bookcloth and created a slot for the extension arms
to sit in. (See illustration 3)

The cover board must, therefore, be of a sufficient
thickness to allow such removal and the turning has to
be worked carefully in so that the extension arms will
be a neat fit. Then Steve glued on the sleeves, stitched
them in place with a heavy thread and hammered the
stitching flat. This stitching is important, as the junction
of the stitching and sleeve takes a lot of tension. As
Steve used his dimpled cover on the notebook the dimples
covered the sewing. Alternatively, one could gouge a
channel for the thread on the outside of the board so
that the thread is sunk into the board creating a flat
surface, which can then be covered in the conventional
manner.

No knot is required in the thread as the ends are
glued down.

With the sleeves glued in place, the uncased
bookblock can be guillotined to the required width before
being rounded and backed. The aim is to have the
bookblock edge fit neatly, about 1 mm short of the tubes.
It is far easier to make the cover and then the bookblock
to match rather than vice versa.

The end turn in of the bookcloth needs to be cut in
order that the part of the bookcloth that is not touching
the sleeve is longer than the piece which abuts the
sleeve.  (See illustration 4) The pastedown side of the
endpaper needs to be about 1mm wider than the
bookblock so that it abuts the sleeve.

We would not wish to suggest that it is an easy book
to make as there is a lot of trial and error in getting the
right fit, but it is an impressive presentation, even more
so with the dimpled covers.

Turn in

Turn these in Pastedown

Illustration 1C.
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WHEN choosing leather for a new bookbinding
or book repair, an understanding of this
material can assist in deciding on the best

leather for the job. Such an understanding includes
recognising the animal species, how the leather was
tanned and dyed and whether the leather was finished
with a pigmented and embossed surface finish. These
are just some of the processes that influence the final
look, workability and durability of leather for book-
binding.

Bookbinding leather-making requires a series of

physical and chemical processes which can be broken
down into three fundamental stages:

1. Removal of unwanted material such as hair, flesh,
fat, interfibrillar (within the fibres) materials
leaving a network of high protein collagen fibres,
softened and interspaced with water;

2. Tanning or treating the skin with a tanning agent
to displace some of the water and combine with
and coat the collagen fibres. Tanning increases
the skins resistance to heat, hydrolysis (decay
involving water) and microbial attack; and

3. Finishing: where the final required thickness and
appearance is achieved for the end use of the
leather such as bookbinding.

Structure of Animal Skin
A skin of leather can be divided into different areas to
help understand why the leather responds the way it
does during the book covering process. Mammalian skins
used for bookbinding leather have specific areas that
indicate the arrangement of the leather fibres during
the life of the animal and the final leather properties.
The more elastic areas are where the animal skin

stretches, such as during movement or increasing
weight. This includes the legs, neck and belly regions.
The less elastic areas are dimensionally more stable,
such as the shoulders and butt. In the illustration below
these areas are labelled across a mammalian skin. The
red areas of the Daniels diagram indicate the optimum
selection area for bookbinding and book repair purposes
based on measured tensile strength and stretch.

How to Read Bookbinding Leather
Karen Vidler

Stock room Harmatan Leather, UK.

Labelled diagram of mammalian leather.

R Daniels contour map of leather performance based on
E Swasyland data.
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The collagen fibres are arranged into fibre bundles
in a woven network running through the thickness of
the skin. As can be seen in the well-known cross-section
diagram by Sharphouse, fibres are arranged into three
distinct layers common to all mammals used for book-
binding leather:

1. The upper layer is the all-important grain that the
tanner seeks to preserve;

2. The central corium layer which is the strongest
section of the skin structure;

3. The flesh layer of which most is removed during
the early stages prior to tanning as this is not
required for the final leather.

The fibre bundles become more ordered with an
increasingly shallow angle of weave as they move from
the flesh through the corium to the grain layer of the
skin. The hair shafts pass through the skin at varying
depths depending on the animal species.

The most commonly used animal species for
bookbinding leather include calf, goat, sheep and
kangaroo and can be ranked for durability. Species
recognition can be done following some basic
characteristics of each skin and examination with a
hand magnifier and lots of practice.

Calf skin is characterised by a hair follicle pattern
within the skin surface which is evenly sized and spaced
along the grain layer with no distinct pathways. The
skin has relatively straight and shallow hair shafts that
do not interrupt the junction between the grain and
corium with uniform fibre bundles through the corium
into the grain to impart some strength through the
leather. But the fibres are arranged at a steep angle so
paring will reduce the strength of the final leather at
the grain and corium junction.

The grain pattern of goatskin consists of clusters of
large guard hairs and small fine hair follicles running
in wide pathways across the surface of the skin. The
skin structure has an even distribution of fibre bundles
throughout the corium and grain and a shallow angle of
entry of the guard and fine hair follicles which are evenly
spaced throughout the skin. Goatskin leather is con-
sidered a durable animal skin for bookbinding purposes
because of this strong internal structure.

The grain pattern of hair and wool sheep can be
difficult to identify as like goatskin, they contain clusters
of large guard hairs and small fine-hair follicles. Sheep-
skin is the least durable animal skin for bookbinding
leather purposes due to the location of sebaceous (fat)
glands that lubricate along the hair shaft being located
at the grain and corium junction which leave a ‘looseness’
to the final leather after tanning. Also sheepskin has
been, in recent history, tanned and surface finished
with materials and processes that have ensured the
leather is less durable over time.

Kangaroo skin has a distinct grain pattern of even
sized, fairly straight and narrow hairs arranged in
clusters of three or four fine hairs. Clusters run in long
pathways across the skin. Internally the fibre bundles
are evenly distributed at a low angle of weave with a

Leather cross section. J H Sharphouse Leather
Technician’s Handbook, 1971.

SEM image of unravelling calf leather fibres.

Calf Goat

Sheep Kangaroo
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highly uniform bundle of fibres running almost parallel
with the skin causing a high tensile strength between
grain and corium. Kangaroo has a thin grain and thick
corium layer so paring will not greatly reduce the final
strength of the leather. For these reasons Kangaroo is
considered the most durable leather for bookbinding.

Tanning Materials
The other main raw material for bookbinding leather-
making is the vegetable tanning material. A vegetable
tannin can be defined as an astringent mixture (quick
to bind) of plant polyphenols and non-tannins that
chemically bond to the collagen fibres and sourced from
barks, leaves, roots and seed pods. The non-tans include
sugars, starches, salts and acids that enter the leather,
but do not directly react with the collagen fibres. They
are thought to be important as they influence the
progress of both tanning and the final qualities of the
leather such as degree of water resistance, firmness
and resistance to atmospheric pollution.

Traditionally bookbinding leather was tanned with
oak bark. With the increased shortage of this raw
material in the eighteenth century, new tannins were
investigated at a time when the British Empire was
exploring the New World. At the same time as the
discovery of alternative tanning materials was the
development of the discipline of leather chemistry and
the understanding of the differences between these
agents. Vegetable tannins can be divided into two groups
commonly referred to as the condensed and the
hydrolysable groups.

The condensed tannins impart a reddish-brown colour
to the tanned skin. They are very astringent so penetrate
and fix to the collagen fibres quickly and are more popular
tanning agents. The red colour is due to the high amount
of the phlobaphene compound present in the tannin which
reacts quickly to form red products in leather. Condensed
tannins are more effective ‘sinks’ for sulphur dioxide
adsorption (on the surface) from acid gas pollution so acid
decay is more aggressive. These tannins include Mimosa,
Quebracho, Mangrove and Hemlock.

The hydrolysable tannins have been described in the
research as the good tans for making more durable
bookbinding leather. Usually a yellow-olive or yellow-
brown colour is imparted to the tanned skin. This is a
less astringent group of tannins so penetration and
fixation is generally slower. The tanned leather is
thought to contain more carbohydrates or salts (non-
tans) which assist in making the skin more resistant to
ageing from heat, light and gaseous pollutants. Examples
include Sumac, Myrabolans, Chestnut, Valonia and Tara.
Oak bark is considered a mix-tan.

Tanning Process
Pit tanning was the common vessel for vegetable tanning
groups of skins prior to the nineteenth century. These
pits were based on the counter-current system whereby
skins were put into an old, almost exhausted tanning
liquor, then progresses through a series of pits of
increased strength liquor to fix more tans at a controlled
rate. There is very little movement or mechanical action
of the skins apart from the cycle of lifting the skins to
inspect and moving to the next pit.

Oak Bark sourced from Great Britain and Continental Europe.

Sumac sourced from France and Spain.

Mimosa sourced from South Africa and Australia.

Claytons Pit tanning.
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This system was gradually replaced by the drum
tanning method in the mid-eighteenth century or
possibly earlier. Modern tanning drums have shelves or
spokes that catch the skin during the tanning process,
hold it in the air and allow it to drop with some force as
the drum turns. This mechanical action squeezes and
compresses the skin, increasing the rate of penetration
of the tannin.

Dyeing the leather
The dyeing of bookbinding leather that changed from
an ancient practice that used traditional raw materials
to faster-acting modern dyestuffs. A dye is a coloured
substance that possesses an affinity to the substrate in
order to colour that material.

Prior to the 1880s the most common dyestuffs were
natural dyes of plant and animal extracts. Natural dyes
such as logwood (blacks, blues, violets) or brasilwood
(browns, reds) were precipitated in water with an inert
binder or mordent of metal salts to ensure this affinity
with the leather fibres. Most natural dyes were derived
from plant sources such as roots, berries, bark, leaves
and woods and animals such as the Kermis bettle (pink,
red) and Murex Trunculus (Tyrian Purple). These were
often found not to be lightfast (on ageing) and offered a
limited colour range.

  The development of modern dyes is believed to have
begun with chemist William Perkins, Manchester, in
1856. Perkins first observed a synthetic dye colour from

coal tar experiments that later led to the production of
mauve dyes and the development of the aniline and azo
dye industries which are relied on today for the dyeing
of textiles and leather. With the development of lightfast
synthetic dyes, the dyeing process became simpler and
made it possible to drum dye leather almost any shade.

Fatliquoring and Drying
The dyed leather then undergoes the fatliquoring and
drying processes. Fatliquoring mostly determines the
final mechanical and physical properties of the leather
such as its workability. This process separates the
leather fibres in the wet state, preventing them from
sticking together too much during drying—without this
leather would be hard and inflexible as the fibres are
not able to pass over each other during flexing. When
too little lubricant is applied there is ‘looseness’ between
the grain and corium layer. Application of too much
lubricant can cause poor adhesion of any surface
coatings during finishing.

Wooden Tanning
Drum.

Left: Murex Trunculus natural dyestuff.
www.colorant2e.canalblog.com

Right:Purple dye as developed by William Perkins.
www.buzzle.com/articles/inventions-of-the-1800s.html

Glass dryer.

Toggle frame.
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Drying is done with the wet skin under tension to
set the final arrangement of the leather fibres.
Traditional toggling onto a toggle frame is still used by
some tanneries or by pasting onto glass sheets and
passing through a glass dryer at a controlled
temperature and humidity. Pasting on to glass offers a
greater final yield in the finished leather. Uneven drying
can cause migration of unfixed compounds in the leather
up to the surface as well as create loose areas in the
skin which are not suitable for bookbinding leather use.

Surface Finishes
Generally leather finishing is a group of processes using
a mucilage (viscous substance) and mechanical
processes to alter the grain layer. This takes place after
the drying and softening which requires different manual
or mechanical processes to further separate the fibres
and increase flexibility of the leather.

Traditionally bookbinding leather was seasoned and
polished. Seasoning mucilage could contain egg albumin,
waxes, glycerine, shellac, beeswax, or casein all made
soluble in an alkaline solution. This can be slicked on
or spray applied and polished by hand with a leather
covered strop or using a glazing machine.

In the 19th century there were several developments
in the leather industry for altering the surface of
bookbinding leather. These techniques were all intended
to improve the natural appearance or reduce defects in
the grain layer of leathers or provide an inexpensive
imitation of luxury leathers such as Morocco grain for
bookbinding purposes. Processes included applying a
simple aniline finish layer or coating with a pigment
and stamping an embossed pattern.

The aniline finish provides a transparent layer that
does not contain any pigment allowing the original grain
surface to be seen through the finish. Semi-aniline
finished leathers have an application of a small amount
of coloured pigment but do not completely conceal the
grain. This is intended to disguise minor defects in the
leather.

A pigmented finish means the grain layer has a
surface coating containing particles that leaves the
surface opaque. This is often combined with a heat
embossed pattern onto the grain surface altering the
natural grain appearance. Since the 17th century, plates
have been made of wood then metal for leaving an
embossed pattern in leather. These are composed of
figures in relief that are stamped on to the leather. The
effect is transferred by applying a pigmented coating to
assist in imprinting the design. Usually the embossed
effect on the grain surface is a reproduction of a superior
grain such as Morocco goat onto inferior leather that
can be sold at a lower price to the binder. Such processes
can result in stiffer leather with limited long-term
durability.

Conclusion
When selecting leather for bookbinding or restoration
purposes there are several considerations that shift in
priority depending on the job. This includes selecting
the skin by animal species and its cutting area for the
desired workability and long term durability; the type of
tannin used and its long-term stability within the
leather; and recognising that a desired surface
appearance can be either naturally or artificially
enhanced. All these fundamental considerations will
have an impact on the appearance, workability and
durability of the chosen bookbinding leather.

Spray application of casein
seasoning.

Polishing with leather
covered strop.

Metal embossing plate. Embossed leather.

Students from West Dean College Book Conservation
course selecting leather in Harmatan Leather stock room.
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